ABSTRACT. We shall show that the smash product for pointed CW complexes induces a smash product A on the homotopy category of Adams's stable category with the following properties, A is coherently homotopy unitary (S°), associative, and commutative, A commutes with suspension up to homotopy, and A satisfies a Kunneth formula. Whitehead's pairings of prespectra [9] and Kan and Whitehead's nonassociative smash product for simplicial spectra [6] were the first attempts at a smash product. Boardman gave the first homotopy associative, commutative, and unitary smash product in his stable category [3] . Adams has recently obtained a similar construction [2],
The interchange problem.
A S^-prespectrum X consists of a sequence of pointed spaces {X n | n ^ 0}, together with inclusions X n A S k -+ X n + l . Consider S = {S n = S nk } as a ring with respect to the smash product of spaces. Then X is a right S-module.
Construction of a homotopy associative smash product for S k -prespectra requires permutations n of S k A • • • A S k . Since S is not strictly commutative, but only graded homotopy commutative, this requires defining suitably canonical maps of degree -1 (for k odd) and homotopies % ~ ±id.
We avoid sign problems by using S 4 -prespectra and define canonical homotopies H n as follows. Make the standard identifications Since SU(2k) is path connected and simply connected, there is a unique homotopy class of paths [Tj in SU{2k) with T^O) = n, T^l) = e. 
PS is the category of prespectra and strict maps. Formally, Ad is the right fraction category [5] of Ps in which cofinal inclusions are invertible. Morphisms X => X' A Y and X =D X" $+ Y are equal if ƒ = g onX' c\ X". DEFINITION 5 . Let X be a prespectrum. Given a monotone unbounded sequence of nonnegative integers {j n | n ^ 0, j n ^ n} 9 define a prespectrum DX by (DX) M = X A S 4^"^, with inclusions (DX) n A S 4 -> (DX) W+1 defined so that DX c X.
Then D extends to a functor (destabilization) on Ps, and there are natural cofinal inclusions DX cz X.
There are smash products A :PS, CW -> Ps, and A :Ad, CW -* Ad; these are defined degreewise. DEFINITION Homotopy has the usual properties. Denote the resulting homotopy categories ^(Ps), Ht(Ad).
3. Smash products. We shall define a family of smash products A on Ht(Ad). DEFINITION 7 . Let X and Y be prespectra. Given a sequence of pairs of nonnegative integers {(i n9 j n ) \ n ^ 0, i n + j n = n, and [Q and (ƒ"} are monotone unbounded sequences}, let X A Y be the prespectrum with (X A 7) n = X in A 7,-j the required inclusions are induced from X and 7.
Then A extends successively to bifunctors on Ps, Ad (since the smash product of cofinal inclusions is cofinal) and Ht(Ad).
4. Uniqueness and the symmetric monoidal structure. DEFINITION 
LEMMA 11. A permutation commutative diagram of permutation maps DX -> Y induces a commutative diagram in Ht(Ad).
We shall sketch a proof in §6. By Lemma 11, it suffices to obtain the coherency diagrams [4] as permutation-commutative diagrams of permutation maps involving destabilizations. For example, the diagram for coherency of associativity is
(( W A (X A 7)) A Z) ^ v Z)(W A ((X A 7) A Z)) (^ A aT

> W A (X A (7 A Z))
where D is used generically, and {a' A Z)* and (W A a% are representatives of permutation classes of permutation maps induced by a'. These diagrams are readily obtained.
5.
Telescopes. We sketch the main properties of the following telescope construction.
DEFINITION 13. For a prespectrum X, let Tel X be the prespectrum with (Tel X) n = U 6. Proof of Lemma 11. Given a permutation-commutative square in which each map and composite (see §4) is a permutation map,
replace each map by a strict map to obtain a commutative square in Ht(Ps) (by Theorem 1, and §5).
Here P is induced by a permutation II of DW. Since, for all fe, SU(2k) is simply connected, we may "pull back" canonical homotopies to obtain a homotopy P ~ DW. This completes the proof, since cofinal inclusions are inverted in Ht(Ad).
Further properties, A commutes with the suspension ? A S'.HtiAd)-* Ht(Ad\
A satisfies a Kunneth formula for stable integral homology (see [6] ), and A is weakly universal for pairings (see [9] , [6] ). We conjecture the existence of an internal mapping functor adjoint to A using a suitable category of permutation maps and methods of Quillen [7] . ADDED 
